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EDITORS
Sada Kagoj" is a publication affiliated with

Manobijnan College, serving as both a student-run
newspaper and a platform for reporting on college

affairs and political news. It provides students with
the opportunity to voice their opinions and engage in
discussions on various topics related to campus life
and societal issues. As a medium of expression and
communication, "Sada Kagoj" plays a vital role in
fostering a sense of community among students and

promoting freedom of speech and independent thinking.



STORY



logline:
A group of college kids fight
against evil to unmask people

who are the real monsters hiding
behind fake smiles, corporate

jobs and the disguises they put
on for the world to see.



Synopsis:
In the bustling streets of 1968 Kolkata, amidst the fervor of the Maoist
Naxal era, a group of bright young minds from Jadavpur University found
themselves entangled in the threads of mystery and mischief. Deep within
the labyrinthine alleys of the city, they formed a clandestine club, their

headquarters nestled in the heart of Calcutta.

Led by the charismatic Anirban, the group consisted of Anirban, Kheya,
Feroz, Shona, and their trusty dog Gupi. Together, they embarked on

adventures that would make even Feluda himself proud.

Their club, aptly named "The Adda Detectives," is renowned for its wit and
cunning in solving petty crimes that perplexed the neighborhood. From

missing bicycles to mysterious disappearances of street vendors' wares, no
puzzle was too trivial for their keen intellects. However trouble brings
them together when news of Naxalite killings hit their college campus.

With Anirban's sharp deductive skills, Kheya’s mastery of disguise, Shona’s
knack for gathering information from the local tea stalls, Feroz’s

fearlessness in confronting suspects, and Anirban’s proficiency in decoding
secret messages, they are an unstoppable force against injustice in the

city of Kolkata.
In the shadows of Kolkata's historical landmarks, under the watchful eyes
of the Howrah Bridge, The Adda Detectives roam as they pursue truth and

justice in a city shrouded in mystery.Opening Image



Episode 1
In the dead of night, amidst the narrow

lanes of Kolkata's old town, a man named
Surodeep, aged 28, sits in his car parked in

front of a chai bagaan estate after
meeting with a friend. 

Suddenly, four young kids, dressed in dark
attire reminiscent of the Naxal era,

ambush him. They drag Surodeep out of his
car and stab him in the chest before

callously pushing his lifeless body back
into the vehicle, which rolls down the

deserted the empty hill.

An old time group of separated friends are
united by this horrific case and once again

come together to start the ‘Adda
Detectives club’. 



Set during the
early days of

Naxal Bari



1968 Bengal
The universities and colleges of Bengal, particularly those in

Kolkata, served as hotbeds of political activism and
intellectual ferment during this period. Students were at the
forefront of various movements, including protests against
government policies, demands for educational reforms, and
solidarity actions with oppressed groups such as peasants,

workers, and tribals.
The youth of Bengal in 1968 were also influenced by global
events and ideologies. The anti-Vietnam War protests, the

Civil Rights Movement in the United States, and the May 1968
protests in France were all sources of inspiration and

solidarity for young Bengalis. They saw themselves as part of
a global struggle against imperialism, racism, and capitalism,

and sought to connect their local struggles with broader
international movements.

Culturally, the youth of Bengal in 1968 were drawn to
alternative forms of expression that challenged traditional

norms and values.



PULP FICTION



"Adda Detectives" is a unique blend of pulp mystery thrillers with
a touch of Bengali sentiments, drawing inspiration from iconic

figures like Byomkesh Bakshy and Feluda. Set against the
backdrop of war and political turmoil, the series follows a group

of young kids who band together to solve mysteries in their
neighborhood.

With nods to the detective fads of the 1960s, reminiscent of shows
like Scooby-Doo, "Adda Detectives" brings a nostalgic charm to its
storytelling. As the children navigate through a world rife with
corruption and uncertainty, they seek answers to the mysteries
that surround them, using their wit, courage, and teamwork to

uncover the truth.
Combining elements of suspense, humor, and Bengali culture, "Adda
Detectives" offers a fresh take on the classic detective genre,

appealing to audiences of all ages. Join the gang as they embark
on thrilling adventures, piecing together clues and unraveling

secrets in their quest for justice.



Locations
In Kolkata, the juxtaposition of

decadence and simplicity, along with
hidden mysteries, can be found in

various neighborhoods and locations,
spanning from North Kolkata to

Chinatown



Visuals
Color pallete and tones that present a sense

of mystery and allure.
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